Knowledge is Vietnam's national flower.

The Lotus, which symbolizes health,

National Flower

The Marching Song.

Vietnam's national anthem is 'Tiếng Quân Cán:"National Anthem" 

Agriculture and industrial development, in the base are crops, representing the broad, fertile plains and green landscape of the country.

The emblem of Vietnam has a circular red background with a yellow star in the center, representing the Communist Party.

Emblem of Vietnam

The state flag of Vietnam was adopted in 1945, and has been used officially since 1945. It is a red flag with a gold star in the center. Yellow and red flag with a gold star in the center of the flag. The five points of the star are said to stand for the five principal classes in Vietnamese society: intellectuals, farmers, workers, traders, and soldiers. The five yellow points represent the Vietnamese people, while the red flag represents the Vietnamese people. The five red stars represent the Vietnamese people. The yellow star symbolizes revolution and progress. The five red stars symbolize revolutionary history and progress.